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Emergency Room 

i 

this extended 

                   lifeline 

this wrinkled junction works 

          into erosion 

                            as if it has always been there 

ii 

top heavy first-aid-fist beneath rushed bandage   a blood 

                   boulevard cross palm & slant wrist 

thick down pale forearm  

one flimsy box cutter blade 

leaves coarse blue triple-knots   tight tug 

already itching red 

iii 

balanced like a top  bmx handlebar in the gut   slid out mid 

icepick 

          full of curses   bent in the middle  

another rider almost puked: my groin torn   a continental 

seepage 

          through the crotch 

maybe internal body cavities have been breached says 

the doctor 

          with most of his hand in the hole 

iv 

roost high across 

the blue-black night   shuttle down streaked snow 

                            on skidoo 

saw nurse dodge aimed arteries   blood-shots 

where snowboard 

connected with skull   gave full release to tension 
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v 

skin seared 

jacket on fire 

the wide surprise   fear all over 

passed out mid-scream between sumas & clearbrook 

oldsmobile floored 

                                      toward the border & free health care  

head in the overcast 

ring of rocks around the fire like trail markers: 

                                                                            gone home  

a hand wrapped from tip to wrist   the smell of wet gauze on 

supersize blister 

                            skin desperate 

vi 

swiss army blade slips    the splash across softwood stains 

slacks  

sprint past the barracks to the camp medic  

sharpen sticks for dinner   the blood slides out in serpentine 

streams between the fingers 

crimson sutures   dirt & sand in severe 

spaces   so long are self-inflicted scars  

against the bare redness   this animal sediment 

prone to split   to mend 
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The Matchstick Girl 

There were several actions taken. 

The full house stripped of lighters. 

Sandpaper discarded – razorblades too, 

so no fleck of stubble could send her up 

as she nuzzled against the collarbone. 

That fear of friction overwhelming. 

It's better to burn out than fade away 

they'd recite from sapless, grinding 

mouths, to ears vulnerable (hers) 

and numb (mine). Held in the arms 

I'd stroke such delicate, macilent timber 

but I knew this could not be stopped, 

only delayed. I later left to fill with air 

the unblown balloons I used to brag 

were lungs, and the next time we met 

how warped was her charcoaled frame. 

Her face ash black and no longer hers 

as if she'd traded it for her shadow's. 
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Burns Night 

You can thank the Lord 

for meat to eat, 

but some may have their cake 

and eat it too. 

Our first Burns Supper. 

Me, the kilted Englishman 

you, the queen of East Kilbride 

in that cobalt dress with 

the heather corsage. 

It wasn’t the Islay single malt 

that made me giddy that night. 

As they addressed the haggis 

I undressed you in my head. 

 

 


